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Why I Shared My Infertility Woes
on Facebook
No one should go through IVF alone, and sometimes friends and family just aren't enough.

Here's why sharing a struggle with infertility on social media can help.

BY DOROTHY SASSO
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DON PABLO/SHUTTERSTOCK

When I was 20 weeks pregnant last April, my husband

and I announced on Facebook that we were expecting a

baby girl. Like most people who post such news, I was

flooded with congratulations. The next day, I posted this

status:

"Thank you all so much for your lovely messages. I know it

was strange for me to have been so open in such a public

space about infertility but sharing helped me in so many

ways. I gained a ton of support from my family and

friends and from the amazing people who came out of

the woodwork to share their own struggles and

successes. Your stories made me feel less alone and also

so hopeful."

Rewind a few years.

Starting in the fall of 2012, a year after I had started trying to conceive and within a few weeks of starting

IVF, I decided to come out of the "infertility closet" on Facebook. My family and close friends already knew

about my issues and I had already told many of my colleagues. However, trying to get pregnant was now
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my life and because social media is a place to share, I decided to do it.

It's not that I was lacking support. My husband was my rock throughout the process and I received a lot of

support from family and friends, but it's hard to completely understand what an infertile woman is going

through if you haven't had that experience yourself.

You need someone who isn't going to tell you to "just relax, it'll happen" or "it's all in God's hands now." You

need someone who is going to understand why you cry hysterically when you learn that your cousin is

pregnant with her third child or a friend conceived on her first try. You need a person to get why you feel

like someone kicked you in the stomach every time you see a pregnant person on the street. Social media

gave me a place to vent and also made me realize I was not alone.

RELATED: Formerly infertile: Becoming a mom after IVF

The social support network

Once I started being open on Facebook, I received many messages from women who had gone through

infertility struggles themselves. Thanks to their stories, I grew much more hopeful. Also, I used Facebook to

reach out to a friend who had told me about her own struggle in passing. After I sent her a message about

starting treatments, she became my IVF coach and my go-to person for every step of the process. She

helped me to advocate for myself, do my research and be strong.

I also started coaching a few other women in their own fertility journeys who reached out to me through

social media. It felt good being able to help other women—to answer their questions, cry with them and
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cheer them on when one after another they got pregnant (all before I did!).

When their journeys were complete, they returned the favor and supported me every step of the way. They

had all experienced the same feelings of loneliness. They all had stories about insensitive comments made

by well meaning relatives or the desperate jealousy they felt when they knew people who got pregnant

instantly. They understood the humiliation of having your partner give you progesterone shots in the butt.

They told me I wasn't an awful person when I left my sister-in-law's baby shower early after failing a round

of IVF only days before.

Good news feels even better

When I finally got pregnant, those women shared my joy in a way that few others could. They understood

why I was scared every time I had an appointment, why I held my breath until I heard a heartbeat and why

I didn't want to tell anyone for the longest time. It was nice to have friends to share my good news with

from the moment there was a positive blood test and heartbeat. They understood why I never fully relaxed

until I held my daughter in my arms.

Infertility is a very lonely, uncertain and scary struggle. No one wants to admit to not being able to get

pregnant and couples tend to suffer in silence as everyone around them has children. But, if I hadn't shared

my story so openly, I never would have created a little team to support me. I never would have developed

the courage to trust my gut, to seek out expert help and to be strong through four failed rounds of IVF.

Outside the status box
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You don't need to post your story on Facebook, but you do need people. You need a team of women who

know how you are feeling and what you are going through. Maybe that's someone you're already friends

with, a relative or maybe it's someone you meet at a support group or anonymously in a web forum. You

need someone you can cry desperately with or vent in frustration to, who won't spew platitudes at you and

who will understand—in detail—every step you take to have a baby.

It took me a lot of courage to share my story but it wasn't one that was worth hiding because the benefits

far outweighed the risks. I am forever grateful for my infertility coaches (I should have named my daughter

after them!) for giving me strength, hope and courage. I hope all women out there vocalize their own

stories one way or another and build their own teams. Remember, we're all in this together.
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Author Dorothy Sasso with baby Claire, born after IVF

Dorothy Sasso wrote for Soap Opera Digest for three years before becoming a private school history

teacher for eight years. Currently, she is raising her daughter, writing book reviews and covering

Philadelphia events for the Wilkes-Barre Times Leader, as well as contributing to the website TV Recappers'

Delight.
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After a few years of trying to conceive finally I got pregnant in few weeks, I would like to share the happy news to others those who
looking for conceive in natural ways. If you are trying to conceive but still aren't getting pregnant, don’t worry but there's good news, it
CAN be fixed: one of the specialized form I download a guide and I followed the instruction in the guide for few weeks and I get
pregnant naturally without any medicine, check the guide here >>>>( www.healthandrich.com/d3rk )<<<< All the best have a great day

Reply

I was diagnosed with poor ovarian reserve and very bad prognosis of having a baby with my own eggs. I was even given the option to
consider donor eggs. That was around july 2014. I was absolutely devastated with the news and I arranged an IVF for November 2014
and it failed also, given that I had nothing to lose, I contacted Dr.Agbazara i meet online and he send me his herbal product,. Believe it
or not... I am already pregnant within few after his help. contact him today with any kind of problem and be happy like me on (
agbazara@gmail.com )
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It works! It made me feel great. "I have been trying to get pregnant for a little over two years. We went to infertility specialists and I was
on fertility drugs for over a year. Before having in vitro fertilization, we decided to try Iya Hindi Root and Herbs as a last attempt to get
pregnant on our own. The first a week and three days of me taking the herbal medicine a got pregnant. We now have a wonderful six–
month old and are trying for our second using the herbs as well! The best money we ever spent. contact him . nativehindi@aol.com
.hindinative@yahoo.com Whats-app me. +19145295224 . Good Luck to all!!!".

Reply

There are number of guides in online for natural pregnancy, I downloaded few guides but the tips are not good for natural pregnant,
recently I downloaded a guide from one of the website it helps me to get pregnant within few weeks, now I am happy with my family,
If anyone looking for natural pregnant without medicine I highly recommended this guide >>>>( www.healthandrich.com/d3rk )<<<<
All the best

Reply

I am sharing my experience, I consulted numbers of doctors past 2 years but I not conceived, recently one of the specialized asked me
to read one of the guide and she requested to follow step by step instruction every day, I followed just few weeks and I got a good
result, I put the link here, those who looking for natural pregnancy read this full guide >>( www.healthandrich.com/6e65 )<< One of the
best guides it saved my life.
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My name is Caroline Ahmed from New York,After 6 years of marriage with no child i finally I got pregnant Glory to God almighty my
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Dear sister am writing to you to share with you what the Iya Hindi Has done, I said to myself that I will testify when the Hindi does this
with herbal medicine ,I emailed you for a request of your pregnancy medicine last year after seeing the testimonies of other ladies on
your website online I decided t put my faith and come in agreement with you.Your pregnancy medicine and You prayed for me we
agreed for me to conceive, Hallelujah!! Yes I did conceive two months after and I am now 4 months pregnant Glory to the Almighty
God. I know I will have a smooth and easy delivery soon.contact him. hindinative@yahoo.com
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